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The eigenvector Empirical Spectral Distribution (VESD) is adopted
to investigate the limiting behavior of eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of covariance matrices. In this paper, we shall show that the Kol-
mogorov distance between the expected VESD of sample covariance
matrix and the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution function is of order
O(N−1/2). Given that data dimension n to sample size N ratio is
bounded between 0 and 1, this convergence rate is established under
finite 10th moment condition of the underlying distribution. It is also
shown that, for any fixed η > 0, the convergence rates of VESD are
O(N−1/4) in probability and O(N−1/4+η) almost surely, requiring
finite 8th moment of the underlying distribution.
1. Introduction and main results. LetXi = (X1i,X2i, . . . ,Xni)
T andX=
(X1, . . . ,XN ) be an n×N matrix of i.i.d. (independent and identically dis-
tributed) complex random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. We con-
sider, a class of sample covariance matrices
Sn =
1
N
N∑
k=1
XkX
∗
k =
1
N
XX∗,
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where X∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of the data matrix X. The Em-
pirical Spectral Distribution (ESD) FSn(x) of Sn is then defined as
FSn(x) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
I(λi ≤ x),(1.1)
where λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λn are the eigenvalues of Sn in ascending order and I(·) is
the conventional indicator function.
Marcˇenko and Pastur in [16] proved that with probability 1, FSn(x) con-
verges weakly to the standard Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution Fy(x) with
density function
py(x) =
dFy(x)
dx
=
1
2πxy
√
(x− a)(b− x)I(a≤ x≤ b),(1.2)
where a= (1−√y)2 and b= (1 +√y)2. Here the positive constant y is the
limit of dimension to sample size ratio when both n and N tend to infinity.
In applications of asymptotic theorems of spectral analysis of large dimen-
sional random matrices, one of the important problems is the convergence
rate of the ESD. The Kolmogorov distance between the expected ESD of Sn
and the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution Fy(x) is defined as
∆= ‖EFSn −Fy‖= sup
x
|EFSn(x)−Fy(x)|
as well as the distance between two distributions FSn(x) and Fy(x),
∆p = ‖FSn − Fy‖= sup
x
|FSn(x)−Fy(x)|.
Notice that, for any constant C > 0,
P (∆p ≥C) = P
{
sup
x
|FSn(x)− Fy(x)| ≥C
}
≤C−1E∆p.
Thus, ∆p measures the rate of convergence in probability.
Bai in [2, 3] firstly tackled the problem of convergence rate and established
three Berry–Esseen type inequalities for the difference of two distributions
in terms of their Stieltjes transforms. Go¨tze and Tikhomirov in [11] further
improved the Berry–Esseen type inequlatiy and showed the convergence rate
of FSn(x) is O(N−1/2) in probability under finite 8th moment condition.
More recently, a sharper bound is obtained by Pillai and Yin in [18], under
a stronger condition, that is, the sub-exponential decay assumption. It is
shown that the difference between eigenvalues of Sn and the Marcˇenko–
Pastur distribution is of order O(N−1(logN)O(log logN)) in probability.
In the literature, research on limiting properties of eigenvectors of large
dimensional sample covariance matrices is much less developed than that of
eigenvalues, due to the cumbersome formulation of the eigenvectors. Some
great achievements have been made in proving the properties of eigenvectors
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for large dimensional sample covariance matrices, such as [4, 19–22], and that
for Wigner matrices, such as [10, 13, 25].
However, the eigenvectors of large sample covariance matrices play an
important role in high-dimensional statistical analysis. In particular, due
to the increasing availability of high-dimensional data, principal component
analysis (PCA) has been favorably recognized as a powerful technique to re-
duce dimensionality. The eigenvectors corresponding to the leading eigenval-
ues are the directions of the principal components. Johnstone [12] proposed
the spiked eigenvalue model to test the existence of principal component.
Paul [17] discussed the length of the eigenvector corresponding to the spiked
eigenvalue.
In PCA, the eigenvectors (ν01, . . . ,ν
0
n) of population covariance matrix Σ
determine the directions in which we project the observed data and the cor-
responding eigenvalues (λ01, . . . , λ
0
n) determine the proportion of total vari-
ability loaded on each direction of projections. In practice, the (sample)
eigenvalues (λ1, . . . , λn) and eigenvectors (ν1, . . . ,νn) of the sample covari-
ance matrix Sn are used in PCA. In [1], Anderson has shown the following
asymptotic distribution for the sample eigenvectors ν1, . . . ,νn when the ob-
servations are from a multivariate normal distribution of covariance matrix
Σ with distinct eigenvalues:
√
N(νi − ν0i ) d→Nn(0,Di),
where
Di = λ
0
i
n∑
k=1,k 6=i
λ0k
(λ0k − λ0i )2
ν
0
kν
0
k
T
.
However, this is a large sample result when the dimension n is fixed and
low. In particular, if Σ= σ2In, then the eigenmatrix (matrix of eigenvectors)
should be asymptotically isotropic when the sample size is large. That is,
the eigenmatrix should be asymptotically Haar, under some minor moment
conditions. However, when the dimension is large (increasing), the Haar
property is not easy to formulate.
Motivated by the orthogonal iteration method, [15] proposed an iterative
thresholding method to estimate sparse principal subspaces (spanned by the
leading eigenvectors of Σ) in high dimensional and spiked covariance matrix
setting. The convergence rates of the proposed estimators are provided. By
reducing the sparse PCA problem to a high-dimensional regression problem,
[9] established the optimal rates of convergence for estimating the principal
subspace with respect to a large collection of spiked covariance matrices.
See the reference therein for more literature on sparse PCA and spiked
covariance matrices.
To perform the test of existence of spiked eigenvalues, one has to inves-
tigate the null properties of the eigenmatrices, that is, when Σ= σ2In (i.e.,
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nonspiked). Then the eigenmatrix should be asymptotically isotropic, when
the sample size is large. That is, the eigenmatrix should be asymptotically
Haar. However, when the dimension is large, the Haar property is not easy
to formulate. The recent development in random matrix theory can help us
investigate the large dimension and large sample properties of eigenvectors.
We will adopt the VESD, defined later in the paper, to characterize the
asymptotical Haar property so that if the eigenmatrix is Haar, then the pro-
cess defined the VESD tends to a Brownian bridge. Conversely, if the process
defined by the VESD tends to a Brownian bridge, then it indicates a simi-
larity between the Haar distribution and that of the eigenmatrix. Therefore,
studying the large sample and large dimensional results of the VESD can
assist us in better examining spiked covariance matrix as assumed by [15]
and [9] among many others.
Let UnΛnU
∗
n denote the spectral decomposition of Sn, where Λn =
diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) and Un = (uij)n×n is a unitary matrix consisting of
the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of Sn. For each n, let xn ∈Cn,
‖xn‖= 1 be nonrandom and let dn =U∗nxn = (d1, . . . , dn)∗, where ‖xn‖ de-
notes Euclidean norm of xn.
Define a stochastic process Xn(t) by
Xn(t) =
√
n/2
[nt]∑
j=1
(
|dj |2 − 1
n
)
, [a] denotes the greatest integer≤ a.
If Un is Haar distributed over the orthogonal matrices, then dn would be
uniformly distributed over the unit sphere in Rn, and the limiting distribu-
tion of Xn(t) is a unique Brownian bridge B(t) when n tends to infinity. In
this paper, we use the behavior of Xn(t) for all xn to reflect the uniformity
of Un. The process Xn(t) is considerably important for us to understand
the behavior of the eigenvectors of Sn.
Motivated by Silverstein’s ideas in [19–22], we want to examine the lim-
iting properties of Un through stochastic process Xn(t). We claim that Un
is “asymptotically Haar distributed,” which means Xn(t) converges to a
Brownian bridge B(t). In [21], it showed that the weak convergence of Xn(t)
converging to a Brownian bridge B(t) is equivalent to Xn(F
Sn(x)) converg-
ing to B(Fy(x)). We therefore consider transforming Xn(t) to Xn(F
Sn(x))
where FSn(x) is the ESD of Sn.
We define the eigenvector Empirical Spectral Distribution (VESD)HSn(x)
of Sn as follows:
HSn(x) =
n∑
i=1
|di|2I(λi ≤ x).(1.3)
Between HSn(x) in (1.3) and FSn(x) in (1.1), we notice that there is no
difference except the coefficient associated with each indicator function such
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that
Xn(F
Sn(x)) =
√
n/2(HSn(x)− FSn(x)).(1.4)
Henceforth, the investigation of Xn(t) is converted to that of the differ-
ence between two empirical distributions HSn(x) and FSn(x). The authors
in [4] proved that HSn(x) and FSn(x) have the same limiting distribu-
tion, the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution Fy(x), where yn = n/N and y =
limn,N→∞ yn ∈ (0,1).
Before we present the main theorems, let us introduce the following no-
tation:
∆H = ‖EHSn − Fyn‖= sup
x
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|
and
∆Hp = ‖HSn −Fyn‖= sup
x
|HSn(x)−Fyn(x)|.
We denote ξn = Op(an) and ηn = Oa.s.(bn) if, for any ǫ > 0, there exist a
large positive constant c1 and a positive random variable c2, such that
P (ξn/an ≥ c1)≤ ǫ and P (ηn/bn ≤ c2) = 1,
respectively.
In this paper, we follow the work in [4] and establish three types of con-
vergence rates of HSn(x) to Fyn(x) in the following theorems.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Xij , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,N are i.i.d.
complex random variables with EX11 = 0, E|X11|2 = 1 and E|X11|10 <∞.
For any fixed unit vector xn ∈ Cn1 = {x ∈ Cn :‖x‖ = 1}, and yn = n/N ≤ 1,
it then follows that
∆H = ‖EHSn −Fyn‖=
{
O(N−1/2a−3/4), if N−1/2 ≤ a < 1,
O(N−1/8), if a <N−1/2,
where a= (1−√yn)2 as it is defined in (1.2) and Fyn denotes the Marcˇenko–
Pastur distribution function with an index yn.
Remark 1.2. From the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is clear that the condi-
tion E|X11|10 <∞ is required only in the truncation step in the next section.
We therefore believe that the condition E|X11|10 <∞ can be replaced by
E|X11|8 <∞ in Theorems 1.6 and 1.8.
Remark 1.3. Because the convergence rate of ‖EHSn − Fy‖ depends
on the convergence rate of |yn − y|, we only consider the convergence rate
of ‖EHSn − Fyn‖.
Remark 1.4. As a = (1 − √yn)2, we can characterize the closeness
between yn and 1 through a. In particular, when yn is away from 1 (or
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a≥N−1/2), the convergence rate of ‖EHSn − Fyn‖ is O(N−1/2), which we
believe is the optimal convergence rate. This is because we observe in [4]
that for an analytic function f ,
Yn(f) =
√
n
∫
f(x)d(HSn(x)− Fyn(x))(1.5)
converges to a Gaussian distribution. While in [6], Bai and Silverstein proved
that the limiting distribution of
n
∫
f(x)d(FSn(x)−Fyn(x))
is also a Gaussian distribution. We therefore conjecture that the optimal rate
of HSn(x) should be O(N−1/2) and O(N−1) for FSn(x). Although FSn(x)
and HSn(x) converge to the same limiting distribution, there exists a sub-
stantial difference between FSn(x) and HSn(x).
Remark 1.5. Notice that two matrices XX∗ and X∗X share the same
set of nonzero eigenvalues. However, these two matrices do not always share
the same set of eigenvectors. Especially when yn ≫ 1, the eigenvectors of
Sn corresponding to 0 eigenvalues can be arbitrary. As a result, the limit
of HSn may not exist or heavily depends on the choice of unit vector xn.
Therefore, we only consider the case of yn ≤ 1 in this paper and leave the
case of yn ≥ 1 as a future research problem.
The rates of convergence in probability and almost sure convergence of
the VESD are provided in the next two theorems.
Theorem 1.6. Under the assumptions in Theorem 1.1 except that we
now only require E|X11|8 <∞, we have
∆Hp = ‖HSn −Fyn‖=
{
Op(N
−1/4a−1/2), if N−1/4 ≤ a < 1,
Op(N
−1/8), if a <N−1/4.
Remark 1.7. As an application of Theorem 1.6, in [8] we extended
the CLT of the linear spectral statistics Yn(f) established in [4] to the case
where the kernel function f is continuously twice differentiable provided that
the sample covariance matrix Sn satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.6.
This result is useful in testing Johnstone’s hypothesis when normality is not
assumed.
Theorem 1.8. Under the assumptions in Theorem 1.6, for any η > 0,
we have
∆Hp = ‖HSn −Fyn‖=
{
Oa.s.(N
−1/4+ηa−1/2), if N−1/4 ≤ a < 1,
Oa.s.(N
−1/8+η), if a <N−1/4.
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Remark 1.9. In this paper, we will use the following notation:
• X∗ denote the conjugate transpose of a matrix (or vector) X;
• XT denote the (ordinary) transpose of a matrix (or vector) X;
• ‖x‖ denote the Euclidean norm for any vector x;
• ‖A‖=
√
λmax(AA
∗), the spectral norm;
• ‖F‖= supx |F (x)| for any function F ;
• z¯ denote the conjugate of a complex number z.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the main tools used to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.6 and 1.8, including Stieltjes
transform and a Berry–Esseen type inequality. The proofs of these three
theorems are presented in Sections 3–6. Several important results which are
repeatedly employed throughout Sections 3–6 are proved in Appendix A.
Appendix B contains some existing results in the literature. Finally, prelim-
inaries on truncation, centralization and rescaling are postponed to the last
section.
2. Main tools.
2.1. Stieltjes transform. The Stieltjes transform is an essential tool in
random matrix theory and our paper. Let us now briefly review the Stielt-
jes transform and some important and relevant results. For a cumulative
distribution function G(x), its Stieltjes transform mG(z) is defined as
mG(z) =
∫
1
λ− z dG(λ), z ∈C
+ = {z ∈C,ℑ(z)> 0},
where ℑ(·) denotes the imaginary part of a complex number. The Stieltjes
transforms of the ESD FSn(x) and the VESD HSn(x) are
mFSn (z) =
1
n
tr(Sn − zIn)−1
and
mHSn (z) = x
∗
n(Sn − zIn)−1xn,
respectively. Here In denotes the n × n identity matrix. For simplicity of
notation, we use mn(z) and m
H
n (z) to denote mFSn (z) and mHSn (z), re-
spectively.
Remark 2.1. Notice that although the eigenmatrix Un may not be
unique, the Stieltjes transform mHn (z) of H
Sn depends on Sn for any xn
rather than Un.
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Let Sn = X
∗X/N denote the companion matrix of Sn. As Sn and Sn
share the same set of nonzero eigenvalues, it can be shown that Stieltjes
transforms of FSn(x) and FSn(x) satisfy the following equality:
mn(z) =−
1− yn
z
+ ynmn(z),(2.1)
where mn(z) denotes the Stieltjes transform of F
Sn(x). Moreover, [5] and
[24] claimed that FSn converges, almost surely, to a nonrandom distribution
function F y(x) with Stieltjes transform m(z) such that
m(z) =−1− y
z
+ ymy(z),(2.2)
where my(z) denotes the Stieltjes transform of the Marcˇenko–Pastur dis-
tribution with index y. Using (6.1.4) in [7], we also obtain the relationship
between two limits my(z) and m(z) as follows:
my(z) =
1
−z(1 +m(z)) .(2.3)
2.2. A Berry–Esseen type inequality.
Lemma 2.2. Let HSn(x) and Fyn(x) be the VESD of Sn and the Marcˇenko–
Pastur distribution with index yn, respectively. Denote their corresponding
Stieltjes transforms by mHn (z) and myn(z), respectively. Then there exist
large positive constants A,B,K1,K2 and K3, such that for A>B > 5,
∆H = ‖EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)‖
≤K1
∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−myn(z)|du+K2v−1
∫
|x|>B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx
+K3v
−1 sup
x
∫
|t|<v
|Fyn(x+ t)−Fyn(x)|dt,
where z = u + iv is a complex number with positive imaginary part (i.e.,
v > 0).
Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.2 can be proved using Lemma B.1. To prove
Theorem 1.1, we apply Lemma 2.2. In addition, we prove Theorems 1.6 and
1.8 by replacing EHSn(x), EmHn (z) with H
Sn(x) and mHn (z), respectively.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Under the condition of E|X11|10 <∞, we can
choose a sequence of ηN with ηN ↓ 0 and ηNN1/4 ↑∞ as N →∞, such that
lim
N→∞
1
η10N
E(|X11|10I(|X11|> ηNN1/4)) = 0.(3.1)
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Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume that every |Xij | is
bounded by ηNN
1/4 and has mean 0 and variance 1. See Appendix C for
details on truncation, centralization and rescaling.
We introduce some notation before start proving Theorem 1.1. Through-
out the paper, we use C and Ci for i= 0,1,2, . . . to denote positive constant
numbers which are independent of N and may take different values at dif-
ferent appearances. Let Xj denote the jth column of the data matrix X.
Let rj =Xj/
√
N so that Sn =
∑N
j=1 rjr
∗
j and let
vy =
√
a+
√
v = 1−√yn +
√
v,
Bj = Sn − rjr∗j ,
A(z) = Sn − zIn,
Aj(z) =Bj − zIn,
αj(z) = r
∗
jA
−1
j (z)xnx
∗
nrj −
1
N
x∗nA
−1
j (z)xn,
ξj(z) = r
∗
jA
−1
j (z)rj −
1
N
EtrA−1j (z),
ξˆj(z) = r
∗
jA
−1
j (z)rj −
1
N
trA−1j (z),
b(z) =
1
1+ (1/N)E trA−1(z)
,
b1(z) =
1
1+ (1/N)E trA−11 (z)
,
βj(z) =
1
1+ r∗jA
−1
j (z)rj
.
It is easy to show that
βj(z)− b1(z) =−b1(z)βj(z)ξj(z).(3.2)
For any j = 1,2, . . . ,N , we can also show that
r∗jA
−1(z) = βj(z)r∗jA
−1
j (z)(3.3)
due to the fact that
(Bj − zIn)−1 − (Bj + rjr∗j − zIn)−1 = (Bj − zIn)−1rjr∗j(Bj + rjr∗j − zIn)−1.
From (2.2) in [23], we can write mn(z) in terms of βj(z) as follows:
mn(z) =−
1
zN
N∑
j=1
βj(z).(3.4)
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We proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1:
δ =: EmHn (z)−my(z)
= x∗n[EA
−1(z)− (−zm(z)In − zIn)−1]xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗nE[(zm(z) + z)A
−1(z) + In]xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗nE[(zIn +A(z))A
−1(z) + zm(z)A−1(z)]xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗nE
[
N∑
j=1
rjr
∗
jA
−1(z) + z(Emn(z))A
−1(z)
− z(Emn(z))A−1(z) + zm(z)A−1(z)
]
xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗nE
[
N∑
j=1
βj(z)rjr
∗
jA
−1
j (z)− (−zEmn(z))A−1(z)
− (zEmn(z)− zm(z))A−1(z)
]
xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗nE
[
N∑
j=1
βj(z)rjr
∗
jA
−1
j (z)−
(
1
N
N∑
j=1
Eβj(z)
)
A−1(z)
]
xn
− (zm(z) + z)−1x∗n(zEmn(z)− zm(z))(EA−1(z))xn
= (zm(z) + z)−1x∗n
[
N∑
j=1
Eβj(z)
(
rjr
∗
jA
−1
j (z)−
1
N
EA−1(z)
)]
xn
+m(z)(zEmn(z)− zm(z))EmHn (z)
=: δ1 + δ2,
where
δ1 = (zm(z) + z)
−1
x∗n
[
N∑
j=1
Eβj(z)
(
rjr
∗
jA
−1
j (z)−
1
N
EA−1(z)
)]
xn,
δ2 =my(z)(zEmn(z)− zm(z))EmHn (z).
Lemma 3.1. If
|δ1| ≤ C1
Nvvy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
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holds for some constants C0 and C1, when v
2vy ≥C0N−1, under the condi-
tions of Theorem 1.1, there exists a constant C such that ∆H ≤Cv/vy.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.2,
∆H ≤K1
∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du
+K2v
−1
∫
|x|>B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx
+K3v
−1 sup
x
∫
|t|<v
|Fyn(x+ t)− Fyn(x)|dt.
From Lemmas B.2 and A.8, we know that there exists a positive constant
C, such that
K2v
−1
∫
|x|>B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx
+K3v
−1 sup
x
∫
|t|<v
|Fyn(x+ t)− Fyn(x)|dt(3.5)
≤Cv/vy.
Notice that∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du
≤
∫ A
−A
|δ1|du+
∫ A
−A
|δ2|du
≤
∫ A
−A
|δ1|du+
∫ A
−A
|zmy(z)||EmHn (z)||Emn(z)−m(z)|du
≤
∫ A
−A
|δ1|du+
∫ A
−A
|zmy(z)||EmHn (z)−my(z)||Emn(z)−m(z)|du
+
∫ A
−A
|zmy(z)||my(z)||Emn(z)−m(z)|du.
Lemma A.1, (2.1) and (A.3) imply that
|Emn(z)−m(z)|= |yn||Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤
C
Nv3/2v2y
and ∫ A
−A
|Emn(z)−m(z)|du=
∫ A
−A
|yn||Emn(z)−my(z)|du≤Cv.
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From (2.3) in [3], we have
zmy(z) =
1− y− z +
√
(1 + y− z)2 − 4y
2y
=−1− 1
2
√
y
msemi
(
z − 1− y√
y
)
,
where msemi(·) denotes the Stieltjes transform of the semicircle law, see (3.2)
in [2]. Therefore |zmy(z)| is bounded by a constant, for |msemi(·)| ≤ 1, see
(3.3) in [2].
Combined with Lemma B.7, there exist constants C2, C3, such that∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du
≤
∫ A
−A
|δ1|du+ C2
Nv3/2v2y
∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du+
C3v
vy
.
Given v2vy ≥ C0N−1, for vy ≥
√
v, we have v3/2v2y ≥ v2vy ≥ C0N−1. For a
large enough C0 such that C2/C0 ≤ 1/2, we have∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du≤
∫ A
−A
|δ1|du+ Cv
vy
.
As |δ1| ≤ C1Nvvy ( 1vy + ∆
H
v ) and v
2vy ≥C0N−1, if C0 ≥ 4AC1K1, we then have∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du≤
2AC1
Nv2vy
v
vy
+
2AC1
Nv2vy
∆H +
Cv
vy
(3.6)
≤ ∆
H
2K1
+
Cv
vy
.
Thus, from Lemma 2.2, equations (3.6) and (3.5), we conclude that there
exists a constant C, such that
∆H ≤ Cv
vy
.
The proof is complete. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1, we choose v =
√
C0N−1√√
a+N−1/4
such that
v2vy =C0N
−1 vy√
a+N−1/4
≥C0N−1. According to Lemma 3.1, we know that
∆H ≤ Cv
vy
≤CN−1/2(√a+N−1/4)−3/2.
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If
√
a <N−1/4, ∆H ≤CN−1/2(N−1/4)−3/2 =O(N−1/8).
If
√
a≥N−1/4, ∆H ≤CN−1/2(√a)−3/2 =O(N−1/2a−3/4).
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
4. The bound for |δ1|. In this section, we are going to show that when
v2vy ≥ C0N−1, |δ1| is indeed bounded by C1Nvvy ( 1vy + ∆
H
v ), as required by
Lemma 3.1.
From δ1, we can further write δ1 = δ11 + δ12 + δ13, where
δ11 =N(zm(z) + z)
−1E
[
β1(z)
(
r∗1A
−1
1 (z)xnx
∗
nr1 −
1
N
x∗nA
−1
1 (z)xn
)]
=N(zm(z) + z)−1E(β1(z)α1(z)),
δ12 = (zm(z) + z)
−1E[β1(z)x∗n(A
−1
1 (z)−A−1(z))xn],
δ13 = (zm(z) + z)
−1E[β1(z)x∗n(A
−1(z)−EA−1(z))xn].
According to (2.3) and Lemma B.7,
|(zm(z) + z)−1|= |−my(z)| ≤ C
vy
(4.1)
for some constant C. Using identity (3.2) three times, we have
β1(z) = b1(z)− b21(z)ξ1(z) + b31(z)ξ21(z)− b31(z)β1(z)ξ31(z).
Notice that Eα1(z) = 0 and b1(z) is bounded by a constant (due to Lem-
ma A.3), we then have
|δ11| ≤ CN
vy
|Eβ1(z)α1(z)|
(4.2)
≤ CN
vy
(|Eξ1(z)α1(z)|+ |Eξ21(z)α1(z)|+ |Eβ1(z)ξ31(z)α1(z)|).
Let us start with the first term in the above upper bound of |δ11| as in
(4.2). Note that r1 and A
−1
1 (z) are independent. Therefore, for any integer
p > 0 we have
E(trA−11 (z)−EtrA−11 (z))α1(z) = 0
and
E(trA−11 (z))
pα1(z) = 0.
Denote A−11 (z) = (aij)n×n, A
−1
1 (z)xnx
∗
n = (bij)n×n, and ei be the ith canon-
ical basis vector, that is, the n-vector whose coordinates are all 0 except
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that the ith coordinate is 1. Then Lemmas B.3, A.5, A.6 and the inequality
‖A−11 (z)‖ ≤ 1/v imply that
|Eξ1(z)α1(z)|
= |Eξˆ1(z)α1(z)|
≤ C
N2
E
(
tr(A−11 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯)xnx
∗
n) +
n∑
i=1
aiibii
)
≤ C
N2v
{
1
vy
+
∆H
v
+ v
(
N∑
i=1
E|x∗nA−11 (z¯)ei|2
N∑
i=1
E|aii|2|x∗nei|2
)1/2}
≤ C
N2v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
In the above, we use the following two results, which can be proved by
applying Lemmas A.5 and A.6:
E|a11|= E|e∗1A−11 (z)e1| ≤C
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
,
E|a11|2 ≤ E|e∗1A−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)e1| ≤
C
v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Hence, we have shown that
|Eξ1(z)α1(z)| ≤ C
N2v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.3)
Let us denote X∗1 the conjugate transpose of X1, that is, X
∗
1 = (X¯11, X¯21,
. . . , X¯n1). Then we can rewrite the second term in the upper bound of |δ11|
as
Eξ21(z)α1(z) =
1
N3
E
[(∑
i 6=j
aijX¯i1Xj1 +
∑
i
(aii|X21i| −Eaii)
)2
×
(∑
i,j
bij(X¯i1Xj1 − δij)
)]
=
1
N3
E
[{(∑
i 6=j
aijX¯i1Xj1
)2
+ 2
(∑
i
(aii|X21i| −Eaii)
)
×
(∑
i 6=j
aijX¯i1Xj1
)
+
(∑
i
aii|X21i| −Eaii
)2}
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×
{∑
i 6=j
bijX¯i1Xj1 +
∑
i
bii(|X21i| − 1)
}]
≤ C
N3
E
(∑
i
|a2iibii|+
∑
i
|Eaii|2|bii|+
∑
i 6=j
|a2ijbii|
+
∑
i 6=j
|a2ijbij |+
∑
i 6=j
|aijaiibjj|+
∑
i 6=j
|aiiaijbij |
)
+
C
N3
∑
ι,τ
∣∣∣∣ ∑
i 6=j 6=k
Eaιija
τ
jkbik
∣∣∣∣,
where aιij and a
τ
ij denote aij or a¯ij . By following the similar proofs in estab-
lishing (4.3), we are able to show that
E
∑
i
|a2iibii| ≤
1
v
∑
i
E|aiibii|
≤ 1
v
(E|a211|Ex∗nA−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)xn)1/2
≤ C
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
,
E
∑
i
|Eaii|2|bii| ≤ |Ea11|2(Ex∗nA−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)xn)1/2
≤
[
C
v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)]3/2
.
The Cauchy–Schwarz inequality implies that
E
∑
i 6=j
|a2ijbii| ≤ E
(∑
i
|bii|
(∑
j
|a2ij |
))
≤
(∑
i
E|x∗nA−11 (z)ei|2
)1/2(∑
i
|x∗nei|2E
(∑
j
|a2ij |
)2)1/2
= (Ex∗n(A
−1
1 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯))xn)
1/2(E|(A−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)11)2|)1/2
≤ C
v3/2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)3/2
,
E
∑
i 6=j
a2ijbij ≤
[∑
ij
E|aijx∗nA−11 (z)ei|2
∑
ij
E|aijx∗nej|2
]1/2
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≤
[∑
i
E|(A−11 (z)A−11 (z¯))ii(x∗nA−11 (z)ei)2|
×
∑
j
E|(A−11 (z¯)A−11 (z))jj(x∗nej)2|
]1/2
≤ C
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)3/2
,
E
∑
i 6=j
|aiiaijbjj| ≤
[∑
ij
E|aiix∗nA−11 (z)ej |2
∑
ij
E|aijx∗nej|2
]1/2
≤
[∑
i
E|a2ii|x∗nA−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)xn
×
∑
j
E(A−11 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯))jj|x∗nej |2
]1/2
≤C
√
N
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
,
E
∑
i 6=j
|aiiaijbij| ≤
[∑
ij
E|aiix∗nA−11 ej |2
∑
ij
E|aijx∗nei|2
]1/2
≤C
√
N
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Finally, we establish∑
ι,τ
∣∣∣∣ ∑
i 6=j 6=k
Eaιija
τ
jkbik
∣∣∣∣≤C
√
N
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
By inclusive–exclusive principle and what we have just proved, it remains
to show that ∑
ι,τ
∣∣∣∣∑
i,j,k
Eaιija
τ
jkbik
∣∣∣∣≤ C
√
N
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.4)
Notice that γik =
∑
j aijajk is the (i, k)-element of A
−2
1 (z). We obtain∣∣∣∣∑
i,j,k
Eaijajkbik
∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣∑
i,k
γikbik
∣∣∣∣
≤
(∑
i,k
E|γik|2
∑
i,k
E|bik|2
)1/2
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= (Etr(A−21 (z)A
−2
1 (z¯))Ex
∗
nA
−1
1 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯)xn)
1/2
≤ C
√
N
v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Similarly, one can prove the other terms of (4.4) share this common bound.
In summary, when v2vy ≥C0N−1 it holds that
|Eξ21(z)α1(z)| ≤
C
N2v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.5)
For the last term in the upper bound of |δ11|, we apply Lemma A.4 and
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality again. In particular, for any fixed t > 0, we
have that
|Eβ1(z)ξ31(z)α1(z)| ≤ CE|ξ31(z)α1(z)|+ o(N−t)
≤ C(E|ξ1(z)|6)1/2(E|α1(z)|2)1/2 + o(N−t)(4.6)
≤ C
N5/2v2v
3/2
y
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)1/2
.
The last inequality in (4.6) is due to Lemmas A.2 and A.7. Therefore, for
any v2vy ≥C0N−1, (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) lead us to
|δ11| ≤ C
Nvvy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.7)
To establish the upper bound for |δ12|, we will make use of the following
equality:
A−11 (z)−A−1(z) = β1(z)A−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z).(4.8)
Note that (4.1) implies that
|δ12| ≤ C
vy
|Eβ1(z)x∗n(A−11 (z)−A−1(z))xn|
≤ C
vy
|Eβ21(z)x∗nA−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z)xn|
≤ C
Nvy
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)X1|+ o(N−t) (see Lemma A.4)
(4.9)
≤ C
Nvy
|Etr(A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z))| (see Lemma B.5)
=
C
Nvy
|Ex∗nA−21 (z)xn|
≤ C
Nvvy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
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At last, we establish the upper bound for δ13.
By (4.1), Lemma A.3, and the fact
β1(z) = b1(z)− b1(z)β1(z)ξ1(z),(4.10)
we obtain
|δ13| ≤ C
vy
|E{β1(z)x∗n(A−1(z)−EA−1(z))xn}|
=
C
vy
|E{b(z)β1(z)ξ1(z)x∗n(A−1(z)−EA−1(z))xn}|
≤ C
vy
|E{ξ1(z)x∗n(A−1(z)−EA−1(z))xn}|
+
C
vy
|E{β1(z)ξ21(z)x∗n(A−1(z)−EA−1(z))xn}|.
From Cr inequality (see Loe`ve (author?) [14]), we have |δ13| ≤ Cvy (|II1| +
|II2|+ |II3|), where
II1 = E{ξ1(z)x∗n(A−11 (z)−EA−11 (z))xn},
II2 = E{ξ1(z)x∗n(A−1(z)−A−11 (z))xn},
II3 = E{β1(z)ξ1(z)x∗nE(A−1(z)−A−11 (z))xn}.
It should be noted that E(ξ1(z) | A−11 (z)) = 0, and r1 and A−11 (z) are
independent. Then we have
II1 = E[E{ξ1(z)x∗n(A−11 (z)−EA−11 (z))xn |A−11 (z)}] = 0.
By the results in (4.8) and (4.10), we have
|II2| = |Eξ1(z)β1(z)x∗nA−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z)xn|
≤ |b1(z)||Eξ1(z)r∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)r1|
+ |b1(z)||Eβ1(z)ξ21(z)r∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)r1|
=: III1 + III2,
where
III1 = |b1(z)|
∣∣∣∣Eξ1(z)(r∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)r1 − 1N x∗nA−21 (z)xn
)∣∣∣∣
≤ C
N2
∣∣∣∣Etr(x∗nA−31 (z)xn) + E∑
i
(A−11 (z)xnx
∗
nA
−1
1 (z))iiaii
∣∣∣∣
=
C
N2v2
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
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The above inequality follows from Lemmas B.3 and A.3. By Lemma A.4 and
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it holds that
III2 ≤CE|ξ21(z)r∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)r1|
≤C(E|ξ1(z)|4)1/2(E|r∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)r1|2)1/2
≤C
(
1
N2v2v2y
1
N2
E|x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2
)1/2
(see Lemmas A.2 and B.5)
≤ C
N2v2vy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Hence, we have shown that
|II2| ≤ C
N2v2vy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Moreover, Lemmas A.2 and A.5, and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality lead
us to the following:
|II3| ≤C(E|ξ1(z)|2E|x∗n(A−1(z)−A−11 (z))xn|2)1/2
≤ C
N1/2v1/2v
1/2
y
C
Nv
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
=
C
N3/2v3/2v
1/2
y
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Therefore, it follows that
|δ13| ≤ C
vy
(|II1|+ |II2|+ |II3|)≤ C
N3/2v3/2vy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.11)
As it has been shown in (4.7), (4.9) and (4.11), we conclude that
|δ1| ≤ C
Nvvy
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.(4.12)
5. Proof of Theorem 1.6. From Lemma 2.2, and by replacing EHSn(x)
and EmHn (z) by H
Sn(x) and mHn (z), respectively, we have
E∆Hp =: E‖HSn(x)−Fyn(x)‖
≤ K1
∫ A
−A
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|du+K1
∫ A
−A
|EmHn (z)−my(z)|du
+K2v
−1
∫
|x|>B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx
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+K3v
−1 sup
x
∫
|t|<v
|Fyn(x+ t)− Fyn(x)|dt
≤ K1
∫ A
−A
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|du+∆H .
As the convergence rate of ∆H has already been established in Theorem 1.1,
we only focus on the convergence rate of E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|.
By Lemma A.6 and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it follows that
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)| ≤ (E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2)1/2
≤ C√
Nv
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Together with Lemma 3.1 that ∆H ≤Cv/vy , when v2vy ≥O(N−1), we have
E‖HSn(x)− Fyn(x)‖ ≤
(
1√
Nv
+ v
)
C
vy
.
By choosing v =O(N−1/4), we obtain
E‖HSn(x)−Fyn(x)‖ ≤
{
O(N−1/4a−1/2), when a≥N−1/4,
O(N−1/8), otherwise.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.8. Notice that the proof of Theorem 1.8 is almost
the same as that of Theorem 1.6.
By Lemma 2.2, choosing v =O(N−1/4),
‖HSn −Fyn‖ ≤
∫ A
−A
|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|du+Cv/vy.
By Lemma A.6, we have
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤CN−lv−2l
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)2l
.
When a <N−1/4, with v =O(N−1/4),
N2l(1/8−η)E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤CN−2lη,
which implies that if we choose an l such that 2lη > 1,∫ A
−A
|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|du= oa.s.(N−1/8+η).
When a≥N−1/4, in this case, by choosing v =O(N−1/4), we have
alN2l(1/4−η)E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤CN−2lη.
Theorem 1.8 then follows by setting l > 12η . This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.8.
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APPENDIX A
In this section, we establish some lemmas which are used in the proofs of
the main theorems.
Lemma A.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6, for all |z|<A and
v2vy ≥C0N−1, we have
|Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤ C
Nv3/2v2y
,
where C0 is a constant and vy = 1−√yn +
√
v.
Proof. Since
Emn(z) =
1
n
Etr(Sn − zIn)−1
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
E
1
skk − z −N−2α∗k(Snk − zIn−1)−1αk
(A.1)
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
E
1
ǫ+ 1− yn − z − ynzEmn(z)
=− 1
z + yn − 1 + ynzEmn(z) + δn,
where
skk =
1
N
N∑
j=1
|Xkj|2,
Snk =
1
N
X(k)X
∗
(k),
αk =X(k)X¯k,
ǫk = (skk − 1) + yn + ynzEmn(z)− 1
N2
α
∗
k(Snk − zIn−1)−1αk,
δn =− 1
n
n∑
k=1
bnEβkǫk,
bn = bn(z) =
1
z + yn − 1 + ynzEmn(z) ,
βk = βk(z) =
1
z + yn − 1 + ynzEmn(z)− ǫk
,
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where X(k) is the (n − 1) × N matrix obtained from X with its kth row
removed and X∗k is the kth row of X. It has proved that one of the roots of
equation (A.1) is (see (3.1.7) in [3])
Emn(z) =− 1
2ynz
(z + yn − 1− ynzδn −
√
(z + yn − 1 + ynzδn)2 − 4ynz).
The Stieltjes transform of the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution with index y is
given by (see (2.3) in [3])
my(z) =−yn + z − 1−
√
(1 + yn − z)2 − 4yn
2ynz
.
Thus,
|Emn(z)−my(z)|
≤ |δn|
2
[
1 +
|2(z + yn − 1)− ynzδn|
|
√
(z + yn − 1)2 − 4ynz +
√
(z + yn − 1 + ynzδn)2 − 4ynz|
]
.
Let us define by convention
ℜ(√z) = ℑ(z)√
2(|z| − ℜ(z)) , ℑ(
√
z) =
|ℑ(z)|√
2(|z|+ℜ(z)) .
If |u − yn − 1| ≥ 15(A+1) , then the real parts of
√
(z + yn − 1)2 − 4ynz and√
(z + yn − 1 + ynzδn)2 − 4ynz have the same sign. Since they both have
positive imaginary parts, it follows that
|
√
(z + yn − 1)2 − 4ynz+
√
(z + yn − 1 + ynzδn)2 − 4ynz|
≥
√
|ℑ((z + yn − 1)2 − 4ynz)|=
√
2v(u− yn − 1)≥
(
2v
5(A+ 1)
)1/2
.
Thus,
|Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤ |δn|
2
(
1 +
C√
v
)
≤ C|δn|√
v
.(A.2)
If |u− yn − 1|< 15(A+1) , we have |Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤C|δn|.
In [7] [see the inequality above (8.3.16)], we have
|δn| ≤ C
Nv3
(
∆+
v
vy
)2
≤ C
Nvv2y
.
Combined with (A.2), we get
|Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤ C
Nv3/2v2y
.
The proof of the lemma is complete.
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In addition, the following relevant result which is involved in the proof of
Lemma 3.1 is presented here:∫ A
−A
|Emn(z)−my(z)|du
=
∫
|u−yn−1|≥1/(5(A+1)),|u|≤A
|Emn(z)−my(z)|du
(A.3)
+
∫
|u−yn−1|<1/(5(A+1)),|u|≤A
|Emn(z)−my(z)|du
≤Cv. 
Lemma A.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6, for v2vy ≥ C0N−1
and 1≤ l≤ 3, there exists a constant C, such that
E|ξ1(z)|2l ≤ C
N lvlvly
.
Proof. By the Cr-inequality (see Loe`ve (author?) [14]), it follows that
E|ξ1(z)|2l ≤ C
(
E
∣∣∣∣ 1N trA−11 (z)− 1N EtrA−11 (z)
∣∣∣∣2l +E|ξˆ1(z)|2l)
=: I1 + I2.
From Lemmas B.6, B.8, B.10 and the Cr-inequality with v
2vy ≥C0N−1, we
have
I1 ≤ E
∣∣∣∣ 1N trA−11 (z)− 1N trA−1(z)
∣∣∣∣2l +E∣∣∣∣ 1N trA−1(z)− 1N EtrA−1(z)
∣∣∣∣2l
+
∣∣∣∣ 1N EtrA−1(z)− 1N EtrA−11 (z)
∣∣∣∣2l
≤ C
{(
1
Nv
)2l
+
1
N2lv4l
(
∆+
v
vy
)l
+
(
1
Nv
)2l}
≤ C
N2lv3lvly
.
Under finite 8th moment assumption, for l≥ 2 we have
E|X11|4l =E{|X11|8|X11|4l−8I(|X11| ≤ ηNN1/4)} ≤CN l−2.
It can be shown that B1 − zIn =A1, ‖(B1 − zIn)−1‖ ≤ 1/v, and
tr((B1 − zIn)−1(B1 − z¯In)−1) = v−1ℑ(tr(B1 − zIn)−1).
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Hence, by Lemma B.5,
I2 =
1
N2l
E|X∗1A−11 (z)X1 − trA−11 (z)|2l
≤ C
N2l
E{CN l−2 tr(A−11 (z)A−11 (z¯))l + (C tr(A−11 (z)A−11 (z¯)))l}
=
C
N2l
E{CN l−2v−2l+1ℑ(tr(B1 − zIn)−1)
+C lv−l(ℑ(tr(B1 − zIn)−1))l}
=
C
N2l
{CN l−1v−2l+1E(ℑ(mFB1 (z)))
+C lN lv−lE(ℑ(mFB1 (z)))l}
≤ C
N l+1v2l−1vy
+
C
N lvlvly
.
The last inequality is due to Lemmas B.6, B.7, B.8 and
|E(ℑ(mFB1 (z)))l| ≤ E|mFB1 (z)−mn(z)|l +E|mn(z)−Emn(z)|l
+ |Emn(z)−my(z)|l + |my(z)|l
≤ Cv−ly .
Here let ∆ = ‖EFSn − Fyn‖, by integration by parts and Lemma B.10, we
have
|Emn(z)−my(z)| ≤ C∆
v
≤ C
vy
.(A.4)
Therefore, for 1≤ l≤ 3 and v2vy ≥C0N−1, it follows that
E|ξ1(z)|l ≤ I1 + I2 ≤ C
N lvlvly
.
This completes the proof. 
Lemma A.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6, for all |z|<A and
v2vy ≥C0N−1, we have
|b1(z)| ≤C.
Proof. From (2.3) in [3], we have
my(z) =
1− yn − z +
√
(1− yn − z)2 − 4ynz
2ynz
,
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where the square root of a complex number is defined as the one with positive
imaginary part. It then can be verified that
b0(z) =:
1
1 + ynmy(z)
= 1+
1
2
(z − yn − 1−
√
(z − yn − 1)2 − 4yn)
= 1+
√
ynmsemi
(
z − yn − 1√
yn
)
,
where msemi denotes the Stieltjes transform of the semicircular law. As
|msemi| ≤ 1, we conclude that
|b0(z)| ≤ 1 +√yn.(A.5)
By the relationship between b0 and b1, we have
b1(z) =
b0(z)
1 + ynb0(z)((1/n)E trA
−1
1 (z)−my(z))
.
When C0 is chosen large enough, by Lemma A.1, for all large N we have∣∣∣∣ 1nEtrA−11 (z)−my(z)
∣∣∣∣≤ 1n |Etr(A−11 (z)−A−1(z))|+ |Emn(z)−my(z)|
≤ 1
nv
+
1
3(1 +
√
yn)
≤ 2
3(1 +
√
yn)
and consequently we obtain
|b1(z)| ≤ 3(1 +√yn)≤C.
Thus, the proof is complete. 
Lemma A.4. If |b1(z)| ≤C, then for any fixed t > 0,
P(|β1(z)|> 2C) = o(N−t).
Proof. Note that if |b1(z)ξ1(z)| ≤ 1/2, by Lemma A.3, we get
|β1(z)|= |b1(z)||1 + b1(z)ξ1(z)| ≤
|b1(z)|
1− |b1(z)ξ1(z)| ≤ 2|b1(z)| ≤ 2C.
As a result,
P(|β1(z)|> 2C)≤ P
(
|b1(z)ξ1(z)|> 1
2
)
≤ P
(
|ξ1(z)|> 1
2C
)
(see Lemma A.3)
≤ (2C)pE|ξ1(z)|p.
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By the Cr-inequality, Lemmas B.8 and B.9, for some η = ηNN
−1/4 and
p≥ logN , we have
E|ξ1(z)|p = E|ξˆ1(z)|p +E
∣∣∣∣ 1N trA−11 (z)− 1N EtrA−11 (z)
∣∣∣∣p
≤ C(Nη4NN−1)−1(v−1η2NN−1/2)p +
C
Npv3p/2v
p/2
y
≤ Cη2p−4N ≤CηpN .
For any fixed t > 0, when N is large enough so that log η−1N > t+ 1, it can
be shown that
E|ξ1(z)|p ≤ Ce−p logη
−1
N
≤ Ce−p(t+1)
≤ Ce−(t+1) logN
= CN−t−1 = o(N−t).
We finish the proof. 
Lemma A.5. If v2vy ≥C0N−1, C0 is a large constant. For l≥ 1, it holds
that
E|mHB1 (z)|2l ≤CE|mHn (z)|2l.
Proof. Recall that
A−1j (z)−A−1(z) = βj(z)A−1j (z)rjr∗jA−1j (z).
By Lemmas A.4 and B.5, it holds that
E|mHB1 (z)−mHn (z)|2l
=E|x∗n(A−11 (z)−A−1(z))xn|2l
=E|x∗nβ1(z)A−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z)xn|2l
=E|x∗nβ1(z)A−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z)xn|2lI(|β1(z)| ≤C)
+ E|x∗nβ1(z)A−11 (z)r1r∗1A−11 (z)xn|2lI(|β1(z)|>C)
≤ C
N2l
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)X1|2l + o(N−t)
≤ C
N2l
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)X1 − x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2l
+
C
N2l
E|x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2l
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≤ C
N2l
[E(trA−11 (z)xnx
∗
nA
−1
1 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯)xnx
∗
nA
−1
1 (z¯))
l
+N l−2Etr(A−11 (z)xnx
∗
nA
−1
1 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯)xnx
∗
nA
−1
1 (z¯))
l]
+
C
N2l
E|x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2l
≤ C
N l+2v2l
E|mHB1 (z)|2l.
The last step follows the fact that
x∗nA
−1
1 (z)A
−1
1 (z¯)xn = v
−1ℑ(x∗nA−11 (z)xn) = v−1ℑ(mHB1 (z)).
For v2vy ≥ C0N−1, which implies that v ≥ C0N−1/2. Choose C0 and N
large enough, such that C
N l+2v2l
≤ 12 . Further, by Cr-inequality, we obtain
E|mHB1 (z)|2l ≤ CE|mHB1 (z)−mHn (z)|2l +CE|mHn (z)|2l
≤ 12E|mHB1 (z)|2l +CE|mHn (z)|2l.
That is, E|mHB1 (z)|2l ≤ CE|mHn (z)|2l, for some constant C. This finishes
the proof. 
Lemma A.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.6, for v2vy ≥C0N−1,
we have
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤
C
N lv2l
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)2l
.
Proof. Write Ej(·) as the conditional expectation given {r1, . . . ,rj}. It
can then be shown that mHn (z)−EmHn (z) =
∑N
j=1 γj , where
γj =: Ej(x
∗
nA
−1(z)xn)−Ej−1(x∗nA−1(z)xn)
= (Ej −Ej−1){x∗n(A−1(z)−A−1j (z))xn}
= −(Ej −Ej−1){βj(z)x∗nA−1j (z)rjr∗jA−1j (z)xn}.
Therefore, by Lemmas B.4(b), we have
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤CE
(
N∑
j=1
Ej−1|γj |2
)l
+C
N∑
j=1
E|γj |2l.
Using Lemmas A.4 and B.5, we have
Ej−1 = Ej−1|(Ej −Ej−1)βj(z)x∗nA−1j (z)rjr∗jA−1j (z)xn|2
≤ C
N2
Ej−1|X∗jA−1j (z)xnx∗nA−1j (z)Xj − x∗nA−2j (z)xn|2
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+
C
N2
Ej−1|x∗nA−2j (z)xn|2
≤ C
N2
Ej−1 tr(A−1j (z)xnx
∗
nA
−1
j (z)A
−1
j (z¯)xnx
∗
nA
−1
j (z¯))
+
C
N2
Ej−1|x∗nA−2j (z)xn|2.
By the fact that x∗nA
−1
j (z)A
−1
j (z¯)xn = v
−1ℑ(x∗nA−1j (z)xn) and ‖A−1j (z)‖ ≤
v−1, we have
Ej−1|γj |2 ≤ C
N2v2
Ej−1|mHBj (z)|
2.
On the other side,
E|γj |2l = 1
N2l
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)X1|2l
≤ C
N2l
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nA−11 (z)X1 − x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2l
+
C
N2l
E|x∗nA−21 (z)xn|2l
≤ C
N2l
× N
l−2
v2l
E(ℑ(x∗nA−11 (z)xn))2l +
C
N2l
E|x∗nA−11 (z)xn|2l
≤ C
N l+2v2l
E|mHB1 (z)|2l.
Thus, we obtain
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤
C
N lv2l
E|mHB1 (z)|2l +
C
N l+1v2l
E|mHB1 (z)|2l
≤ C
N lv2l
E|mHn (z)|2l (by Lemma A.5).
Further
E|mHn (z)|2l ≤E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l + |EmHn (z)−my(z)|2l + |my(z)|2l.
For v ≥ C0N−1/2, choose C0 large enough, such that CN lv2l ≤ 12 . And using
integration by parts, it is easy to find that
|EmHn (z)−my(z)| ≤
C∆H
v
,(A.6)
where ∆H = ‖EHSn −Fyn‖.
Besides, from Lemma B.7, we know that |my(z)| ≤ Cvy .
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Therefore, we obtain
E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2l ≤
C
N lv2l
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)2l
.
The proof is then complete. 
Lemma A.7.
E|α1(z)|2 ≤ C
N2v
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)
.
Proof. Lemma B.5 implies that
E|α1(z)|2 = 1
N2
E|X∗1A−11 (z)xnx∗nX1 − x∗nA−11 (z)xn|2
≤ C
N2
E(x∗nA
−1
1 (z¯)A
−1
1 (z)xn)
≤ C
N2v
|EmHB1 (z)|.
Using Lemmas A.5 and A.6 and integration by parts, we have
E|mHB1 (z)|2 ≤ E|mHn (z)|2
≤ E|mHn (z)−EmHn (z)|2 + |EmHn (z)−my(z)|2 + |my(z)|2
≤C
(
1
vy
+
∆H
v
)2
.
This finishes the proof. 
Lemma A.8. Under the conditions in Theorem 1.1, for any fixed t > 0,∫ ∞
B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx= o(N−t).
Proof. For any fixed t > 0, by Lemma B.12, it follows that
P(λmax(Sn)≥B + x)≤CN−t−1(B + x− ε)−2
and∫ ∞
B
|EHSn(x)−Fyn(x)|dx≤
∫ ∞
B
(1−EHSn(x))dx
=
∫ ∞
B
(
1−
N∑
i=1
|yi|2P(λi ≤ x)
)
dx
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≤
∫ ∞
B
(
N∑
i=1
|yi|2 −
N∑
i=1
|yi|2P(λmax ≤ x)
)
dx
≤
∫ ∞
B
N−t−1(B + x− ε)−2 dx= o(N−t).
The proof is complete. 
APPENDIX B
In what follows, we will present some existing results which are of sub-
stantial importance in proving the main theorems.
Lemma B.1 (Theorem 2.2 in [2]). Let F be a distribution function and
let G be a function of bounded variation satisfying
∫ |F (x)−G(x)|dx <∞.
Denote their Stieltjes transforms by f(z) and g(z), respectively. Then
‖F −G‖= sup
x
|F (x)−G(x)|
≤ 1
π(1− κ)(2γ − 1)
×
(∫ A
−A
|f(z)− g(z)|du+ 2π
v
∫
|x|>B
|F (x)−G(x)|dx
+
1
v
sup
x
∫
|y|≤2vτ
|G(x+ y)−G(x)|dy
)
,
where z = u+ iv is a complex variable, γ, κ, τ , A and B are positive con-
stants such that A>B,
κ=
4B
π(A−B)(2γ − 1) < 1
and
γ =
1
π
∫
|u|<τ
1
u2 +1
du >
1
2
.
Lemma B.2 (Lemma 8.15 in [7]). For any v > 0, we have
sup
x
∫
|u|<v
|Fyn(x+ u)−Fyn(x)|du <
11
√
2(1 + yn)
3πyn
v2/vy,
where Fyn is the c.d.f. of the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution with index yn ≤
1, and vy = 1−√yn +
√
v.
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Lemma B.3 ((1.15) in [6]). Let A = (aij)n×n and B = (bij)n×n be two
nonrandom matrices. Let X = (X1, . . . ,Xn)
∗ be a random vector of inde-
pendent complex entries. Assume that EXi = 0 and E|Xi|2 = 1. Then we
have
E(X∗AX− trA)(X∗BX− trB)
=
n∑
i=1
(E|Xi|4 − |EX2i |2 − 2)aiibii + |EX2i |2 trABT + trAB.
Lemma B.4 (Burkholder inequalities (Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 in [5])). Let
{Xk} be a complex martingale difference sequence with respect to the increas-
ing σ-field {Fk}, and let Ek denote the conditional expectation with respect
to Fk. Then we have:
(a) for p > 1,
E
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
Xk
∣∣∣∣∣
p
≤KpE
(
n∑
k=1
|Xk|2
)p/2
,
(b) for p≥ 2,
E
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
Xk
∣∣∣∣∣
p
≤Kp
(
E
(
n∑
k=1
Ek−1|Xk|2
)p/2
+ E
n∑
k=1
|Xk|p
)
,
where Kp is a constant which depends on p only.
Lemma B.5 (Lemma 2.7 in [5]). Let A= (aij) be an n× n nonrandom
matrix and X= (X1, . . . ,Xn)
∗ be random vector of independent complex en-
tries. Assume that EXi = 0, E|Xi|2 = 1 and E|Xi|l ≤ Vl. Then for any p≥ 2,
E|X∗AX− trA|p ≤Kp((V4 tr(AA∗))p/2 + V2p tr(AA∗)p/2),
where Kp is a constant depending on p only.
Lemma B.6 (Lemma 2.6 in [24]). Let z ∈ C+ with v = ℑ(z), A and B
n× n with B Hermitian, τ ∈R, and q ∈Cn. Then
|tr((B− zIn)−1 − (B+ τqq∗ − zIn)−1)A| ≤ ‖A‖
v
,
where ‖A‖ denotes spectral norm on matrices.
Lemma B.7 ((8.4.9) in [7]). For the Stieltjes transform of the Marcˇenko–
Pastur distribution, we have
|my(z)| ≤
√
2√
yvy
,
where vy =
√
a+
√
v = 1−√yn +
√
v.
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Lemma B.8 (Lemma 8.20 in [7]). If |z|< A, v2vy ≥ C0N−1 and l ≥ 1,
then
E|mn(z)−Emn(z)|2l ≤ C
N2lv4ly2ln
(
∆+
v
vy
)l
,
where A is a positive constant, vy = 1−√yn+
√
v and ∆ := ‖EFSn −Fyn‖.
Lemma B.9 (Lemma 9.1 in [7]). Suppose that Xi, i= 1, . . . , n, are in-
dependent, with EXi = 0, E|Xi|2 = 1, supE|Xi|4 = ν <∞ and |Xi| ≤ η
√
n
with η > 0. Assume that A is a complex matrix. Then for any given p such
that 2≤ p≤ b log(nν−1η4) and b > 1, we have
E|α∗Aα− tr(A)|p ≤ νnp(nη4)−1(40b2‖A‖η2)p,
where α= (X1, . . . ,Xn)
T .
Lemma B.10 (Theorem 8.10 in [7]). Let Sn = XX
∗/N , where X =
(Xij(n))n×N . Assume that the following conditions hold:
(1) For each n, Xij(n) are independent,
(2) EXij(n) = 0, E|Xij(n)|2 = 1, for all i, j,
(3) supn supi,j E|Xij(n)|6 <∞.
Then we have
∆=: ‖EFSn − Fyn‖=
{
O(N−1/2a−1), if a >N−1/3,
O(N−1/6), otherwise,
where yn = n/N ≤ 1 and a is defined in the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution.
Lemma B.11 (Theorem 5.11 in [7]). Assume that the entries of {Xij} is
a double array of i.i.d. complex random variables with mean zero, variance σ2
and finite 4th moment. Let X= (Xij)n×N be the n×N matrix of the upper-
left corner of the double array. If n/N → y ∈ (0,1), then, with probability
one, we have
lim
n→∞λmin(Sn) = σ
2(1−√y)2
and
lim
n→∞λmax(Sn) = σ
2(1 +
√
y)2.
Lemma B.12 (Theorem 5.9 in [7]). Suppose that the entries of the matrix
X= (Xij)n×N are independent (not necessarily identically distributed) and
satisfy:
(1) EXij = 0,
(2) |Xij | ≤
√
NδN ,
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(3) maxij |E|Xij |2 − σ2| → 0 as N →∞ and
(4) E|Xij |l ≤ b(
√
NδN )
l−3 for all l ≥ 3, where δN → 0 and b > 0. Let
Sn =XX
∗/N . Then, for any x > ǫ > 0, n/N → y, and fixed integer ℓ ≥ 2,
we have
P(λmax(Sn)≥ σ2(1 +√y)2 + x)≤CN−ℓ(σ2(1 +√y)2 + x− ǫ)−ℓ
for some constant C > 0.
APPENDIX C
Note that the data matrixX= (Xij)n×N consists of i.i.d. complex random
variables with mean 0 and variance 1. In what follows, we will further assume
that every |Xij | is bounded by ηNN1/4 for some carefully selected ηN . The
proofs presented in the following three steps jointly justify such a convenient
assumption.
C.1. Truncation for Theorem 1.1. Choose ηN ↓ 0 and ηNN1/4 ↑ ∞ as
N →∞ such that
lim
N→∞
η−10N E|X11|10I(|X11|> ηNN1/4) = 0.
Let X̂n denote the truncated data matrix whose entry on the ith row and
jth column is XijI(|Xij | ≤ ηNN1/4), i= 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,N . Define Ŝn =
X̂nX̂
∗
n/N . Then
P(Sn 6= Ŝn)≤ nNP(|Xij |> ηNN1/4)
≤ nN−3/2η−10N E|X11|10I(|X11|> ηNN1/4)
= o(N−1/2).
C.2. Truncation for Theorems 1.6 and 1.8. Choose ηN ↓ 0 and ηNN1/4 ↑
∞ as N →∞ such that
lim
N→∞
η−8N E|X11|8I(|X11|> ηNN1/4) = 0.(C.1)
Let X̂n denote the truncated data matrix whose entry on the ith row and
jth column is XijI(|Xij | ≤ ηNN1/4), i= 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,N . Define Ŝn =
X̂nX̂
∗
n/N . Then
P(Sn 6= Ŝn, i.o.) = lim
k→∞
P
( ∞⋃
N=k
n⋃
i=1
N⋃
j=1
|Xij |> ηNN1/4
)
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= lim
k→∞
P
( ∞⋃
t=k
⋃
N∈[2t,2t+1)
n⋃
i=1
N⋃
j=1
|Xij |> ηNN1/4
)
≤ lim
k→∞
∞∑
t=k
P
((yn+1)2t+1⋃
i=1
2t+1⋃
j=1
|Xij |> η2t2t/4
)
≤C lim
k→∞
∞∑
t=k
(2t+1)2P(|X11|> η2t2t/4)
≤C lim
k→∞
∞∑
t=k
∞∑
l=t
4tP(η2l2
l/4 < |X11| ≤ η2l+12(l+1)/4)
=C lim
k→∞
∞∑
l=k
l∑
t=k
4tP(η2l2
l/4 < |X11| ≤ η2l+12(l+1)/4)
≤ lim
k→∞
∞∑
l=k
Cη−8
2l
E|X11|8I(η2l2l/4 < |X11| ≤ η2l+12(l+1)/4)
= 0.
The last equality is due to (C.1).
C.3. Centralization. The centralization procedures for three theorems
are identical, only 8th moment is required and thus we treat them uniformly.
Let X˜n denote the centralized version of X̂n. More explicitly, on the ith row
and jth column of X˜n, the entry is
XijI(|Xij | ≤ ηNN1/4)−E(XijI(|Xij | ≤ ηNN1/4)).
Notice that according to Theorem 3.1 of [26], ‖(Sn − zIn)−1‖ is bounded
by 1/v, where ‖ · ‖ denotes the spectral norm for a matrix. Define S˜n =
X˜nX˜
∗
n/N . Suppose that v ≥C0N−1/2, we obtain
|m
HŜn
(z)−m
HS˜n
(z)|
= |x∗n(Ŝn − zIn)−1xn − x∗n(S˜n − zIn)−1xn|
≤ ‖(Ŝn − zIn)−1‖‖Ŝn − S˜n‖‖(S˜n − zIn)−1‖
≤ 1
v2
‖Ŝn − S˜n‖
≤ 1
Nv2
(‖X̂n‖‖X̂∗n − X˜∗n‖+ ‖X̂n − X˜n‖‖X˜∗n‖) by Lemma B.12
≤ C√
Nv2
‖X̂n − X˜n‖ a.s.
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=
C√
Nv2
|E{X11I(|X11| ≤ ηNN1/4)}|‖1n×1‖‖1′N×1‖
≤C
√
Nv−2η−7N N
−7/4E(|X11|8I(|X11|> ηNN1/4))
= o(N−1/4).
To establish both the weak and the strong convergence rates of the VESD
to the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribution, this o(N−1/4) suffices. Moreover, for
the convergence rate presented in Theorem 1.1, we shall prove the following.
Let my(z) denotes the Stieltjes transform of the Marcˇenko–Pastur distribu-
tion, thus my(z) is bounded by
√
2√
yn(1−√yn+√v) ≤
C√
v
in Lemma B.7. Then
|EmHn (z)| ≤ |EmHn (z)−my(z)|+ |my(z)| ≤C|my(z)| ≤
C√
v
.
Besides x∗n(Ŝn−zIn)−1xn can be considered as a Stieltjes transform of some
VESD function. So, we have
E‖x∗n(Ŝn − zIn)−1‖2 = v−1Ex∗n(Ŝn − zIn)−1xn ≤
C√
v
.
Thus,
E|m
HŜn
(z)−m
HS˜n
(z)|
≤ E‖Ŝn − S˜n‖‖x∗n(Ŝn − zIn)−1‖‖(S˜n − zIn)−1xn‖
≤C
√
Nη−7N N
−7/4E(|X11|8I(|X11| ≥ ηNN1/4))
× (E‖x∗n(Ŝn − zI)−1‖2)1/2(E‖(S˜n − zI)−1xn‖2)1/2
≤C
√
Nv−3/2η−7N N
−7/4E(|X11|8I(|X11| ≥ ηNN1/4))
≤ o(N−1/2).
C.4. Rescaling. The rescaling procedures for the three theorems are ex-
actly the same, and only 8th moment is required. Thus, we treat them
uniformly. Write Yn = X˜n/σ1, where
σ21 =E|X11I(|X11| ≤ ηNN1/4)−E(X11I(|X11| ≤ ηNN1/4))|2.
Notice that σ1 tends to 1 as N goes to ∞. Define Gn =YnY∗n/N , which
is the sample covariance matrix of Yn. We shall show that Gn and Sn are
asymptotically equivalent, that is, the VESD of Gn and Sn have the same
limit if either one limit exists. For v ≥C0N−1/2,
|mHGn (z)−mHS˜n (z)|= |x∗n(S˜n − zIn)−1(S˜n −Gn)(Gn − zIn)−1xn|
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≤ 1
v2
‖(1− σ−11 )S˜n‖ (see Lemma B.12)
≤ C
v2
(1− σ21) a.s.
≤ Cv−2η−6N N−3/2E(|X11|8I(|X11|> ηNN1/4))
≤ o(N−1/2) a.s.
Hence, we shall without loss of generality assume that every |Xij | is
bounded by ηNN
1/4, and every Xij has mean 0 and variance 1.
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